
SPRING RENEWAL 

Yin yoga
Detox, stimulate and energise your body and mind with Divya 

Kohli’s Yin yoga sequence to accompany the season of awakening

W E FEEL THE arrival of spring through our 
senses. It’s a joy each year to experience days 
feeling longer, a warming in the air and 
buds appearing. Yin yoga is a slow, 

grounded and meditative practice that offers an ideal way to 
prep mind and body for spring. This is a time for renewal 
and for this it is helpful to cleanse our systems, encourage 
flow of energy and let our consciousness expand. 

Yin yoga has its roots in ancient Chinese philosophy, 
specifically the Tao, which holds that everything comprises a 
yin and yang energy – opposite energies that together create 
wholeness. Yin yoga is an ideal complement to the yang of 
modern life’s fast pace. This Yin yoga sequence for spring 
involves postures that stimulate lines of energy that run 
through the liver and gallbladder, to assist the body’s natural PH
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digestion and detoxification processes; consider it a practice 
of letting go of stagnation and embracing openness and flow.

The ground-based postures of this style of yoga are held in 
stillness for 3-5 minutes. Physically, this encourages the 
stretching of deep connective tissue that runs through the 
body. Mentally, it’s a practice in mindfulness, inviting you to 
simply be with what is there without judgement. New to 
yoga? It’s fine to hold the poses for less time and if you feel 
pain, come out of the pose mindfully. In each posture, find a 
place where you can feel sensations in your body without 
strain or pushing. Notice the sensations, thoughts and 
emotions that arise. Invite your awareness to focus on one 
thing at a time and if you get distracted, gently bring 
yourself back to the moment. Come out of a posture slowly 
and consciously. Take a few moments to notice how you feel. 
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GROUNDING 
Start in a seated position that’s steady and comfortable for you and 
encourages an upright, lifted spine, for example cross-legged 1 . 
Sit on a cushion if tired or to alleviate discomfort in the knees or 
hips. Take a few deep breaths. Spend a few minutes focusing on 
the feel of your in-breath arising from the earth up the spine to the 
crown, and the out-breath slowly exhaling and feeling grounded at 
the end. Relax the focus and notice how you feel. Visualise a 
natural scene that makes you think of spring and imagine you are 
connected to it. 

BUTTERFLY
From your seated position, stretch out the legs and transition into 
Butterfly: bring the soles of your feet together and let the knees 
drop to the side. Begin upright, supporting yourself with your 
hands by your hips on the ground 2 . Breathe fully and notice 
where you feel resistance, stretch and sensation.

If needed, use cushions to support the thighs or knees to 
alleviate discomfort in the back, hips or knees 3 . Sitting the hips 
on a blanket will also help.

To extend the pose, reach the fingertips to the ground in front of 
the legs and slowly stretch forward 4 . Rest the hands or 
fingertips at the point where you can feel sensation without feeling 
discomfort. If needed, rest the hands or forearms on a bolster while 
stretching forward. Stay here a further 3-5 minutes. Gradually 
draw back to upright and bring the knees together.
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‘Yin yoga has its roots  
in ancient Chinese 
philosophy, specifically 
the Tao, which holds 
that everything 
comprises a yin and 
yang energy – opposite 
energies that together 
create wholeness’
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COW FACE
Stretch out the legs in front of you, then bend both legs with knees 
upright and feet on the ground. Take one foot underneath the other 
leg and rest it by the opposite hip. Take the other leg on top, 
matching the knees together (one on top of the other) as much as 
the body will allow 5 . Sit upright. The feet can sit by the hips or 
be drawn forward for more intensity. Sitting on a blanket can help. 
To side stretch, reach the arm that is the same side as the top leg 
up and over the head, with the bottom hand stretched out and on 
the ground for support 6 . Breathe fully and stay here for one 
minute. Gradually draw the arms back into the body, then uncross 
the legs and stretch them out. Repeat Cow Face position with the 
other knee on top, then side stretch on the other side 7 . 
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RECLINING PIGEON 

8

10
‘Mentally, holding postures 
is a practice in mindfulness, 

inviting you to simply  
be with what is there 

without judgement’

Stretch the legs out, take the feet back and come onto hands and 
knees (all fours position) 8 . 

Bring the right knee up to the right hand and place on the 
ground, letting the right foot point down towards the pelvis. Slide 
the left leg back, keeping it stretching back. Spend a few breaths 
with the hands placed on the ground and the head upright, then 
slowly walk the fingers forward to come into a forward stretch 9 . 
Stay here for 3-5 minutes. If needed, one or both hips can be 
supported by blankets and the hands, arms or head can rest on  
a bolster. To come out, lift the head and walk the hands back 
towards the hips and press slowly up into all fours. Stay for a 
little while before repeating the posture with the other 
knee brought forward.

If the above position hurts the knees or is not 
accessible, lie on your back and take the 
Thread the Needle posture 10  instead, 
which gives similar benefits with less 
pressure to the back, knees and hips. 

9
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Divya Kohli is a senior 
accredited yoga teacher and 

professionally trained 
mindfulness facilitator.  

A dedicated practitioner for 
over 20 years, she teaches 

at studios, community 
centres and in workplaces 
in London. She also runs 

Deep Rest Yoga retreats in 
the UK and Europe.  

Find her at  
yogawithdivya.co.uk

CORPSE POSE 
This is the ultimate Yin posture, where you 
surrender all effort and absorb the benefits 
of your practice. Lying on your back, let the 
arms and legs spread away from the trunk, 
settle the head and neck in line with the 
rest of the spine. Let the eyes close. Adjust 
if you need to so you can lie still and in 
comfort 13 . Let the back of the knees rest 
on a bolster to create a softening in the 
lower back and hips. Place a blanket over 

13

your body for warmth and extra comfort. 
To come out of the posture, gradually 
awaken the senses, feel the breath and 
body and move slowly, bringing the knees 
into the chest and then rolling onto one 
side. Carefully press up to a comfortable 
seat to ground you and notice how you feel 
now. Then offer gratitude for your practice 
and to Mother Nature, for her bounty, 
seasons and flow. 
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LYING TWIST 
Bring both knees into the chest. Then 
stretch one leg out. Guide the knee still 
folded into the chest across the body, using 
the opposite hand. Shift the hips and draw 
down the shoulders until you feel settled in 
the twist. Stretch the other arm out to the 
side, to open the chest 12 . Allow the head 
to stay centred or drop to either side. Stay 
here with the hand resting on the top knee 
or after a while, let both arms stretch out to 
the sides. Repeat to the other side. 

12

BRIDGE ON A BLOCK 
Lie on your back, with knees bent and feet around hip-width apart. 
Align the head and neck with the spine, arms by the side. Have a 
block close by. Take a few breaths, then inhale into the chest and 
as you exhale, curl the tail bone off the ground, rising the trunk and 
coming to the shoulders (use the feet and arms to create the lift). 
Place the block under the lower back and let the base of the spine/
top of the hips rest on it 11 . If there is pain in the knees, walk the 
feet further away from the hips. Tuck the upper arms under the 
back and the shoulder blades into the upper back, to create a 
spread and lift in the upper chest. Stay here, observing the breath 
and sensations. To come out, press the feet and arms down and lift 
the hips. Slide the block to one side and carefully roll the spine all 
the way down to the ground. Let the feet go wider than the hips 
while the knees rest inward. Rest here and absorb the effects. 
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